5. Attach (l) Headrest. 3 screws (not shown in list of hardware) will be included along with (O) Allen Wrench. Place headrest clamp on backrest and tighten with (O) Allen Wrench to secure.

4. Assemble lower part of chair by hand. (A) Casters pop into the (B) base by hand. Then insert the (C) Gas Lift into the base. Next, place the (D) Bellows over the gas lift. Then connect the two halves of the chair together by inserting the gas lift into the hole in the mechanism. Press down then carefully sit to secure the connection.

1. Insert (G) Armrests into slots and attach (P) Tension Knobs to (G) Seat Cushion.


3. Attach (H) Backrest using same J&K washers but with (M) screws.